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COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT FROM THE TALMUD AND MIDRASH

VOLUME III, ROMANS THROUGH REVELATION

Hermann L. Strack & Paul Billerbeck

Hermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck’s Commentary on the New Testament from the Talmud and Midrash is an important reference work for illustrating the concepts, theological background, and cultural assumptions of the New Testament. The commentary walks through each New Testament book verse by verse, referencing potentially illuminating passages from the Talmud and Midrash and providing easy access to the rich textual world of rabbinic material. Volume three comments on Romans through Revelation. This volume also includes an introduction by David Instone-Brewer.

Originally published between 1922 and 1928 as Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch, Strack and Billerbeck’s commentary has been unavailable in English until now.

“To understand rabbinic Judaism in the round we must go elsewhere. But to understand the New Testament, we can still go to this rich compendium of sources, not to find ready-made answers to our questions, but to provide a broader context for our exegetical enquiries. I hope this book will be widely used and I hope renewed familiarity with it will stimulate fresh discussions of the Jewish traditions it collects.”

—Richard Bauckham, Emeritus Professor of New Testament, St Andrews University, Scotland

“Everyone interested in the Jewish context of New Testament literature will welcome the appearance of the English translation of Strack and Billerbeck’s classic commentary that provides myriads of parallels with rabbinic literature. As an added bonus, David Instone-Brewer’s introduction very helpfully clarifies the proper use of this valuable tool and at the same time answers the criticisms leveled against it in its original German form.”

—Craig A. Evans, John Bisagno Distinguished Professor of Christian Origins, Houston Baptist University

AUTHORS

Hermann Strack (1848–1922) was a German Orientalist and theologian. He studied rabbinics under Jewish–Bohemian scholar Moritz Steinschneider.

Paul Billerbeck (1853–1932) was a German Lutheran minister and scholar of Judaism.

Forthcoming November 2021

RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / General

978-1-6835-9547-2, Hardcover (7x10), 1,050 pages, $59.99
SEE SCRIPTURE AS A WHOLE
The Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary: Scholarly exegesis, biblical theology, and life application come together in a new commentary series.

PSALMS
VOLUMES I & II
James M. Hamilton Jr.

James M. Hamilton provides a fresh translation and canonical interpretation of the Psalms. Though commonly read in isolation, the Psalms are best read as a collage that tells a story of God's faithfulness to his people through his king. Following the introductory Psalms 1–2, Hamilton observes the significance of the Psalter's intentional macro-structure and intricate links across neighboring psalms. Hamilton interprets with a literary sensitivity and an eye toward canonical connections.

“The blend of literary care, canonical integration, exegetical insight at the level of the original language, Christ-connected instinct, and reverent gravitas makes this a really wonderful and landmark work. I will return to this work every time I preach, teach, and write on a psalm.” —Dane Ortlund, pastor, Naperville Presbyterian Church

“This commentary belongs on the desk of every preacher and in the library of every Christian.” —R. Albert Mohler, Jr., president, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

“This will certainly be a helpful resource for the Church of Jesus Christ.” —Peter J. Gentry, Distinguished Visiting Professor of Old Testament, Phoenix Seminary

RLG 06835-9570-0, Hardback (5.5x8.5), 600 pages, $44.99

Forthcoming December 2021

SERIES EDITORS
T. Desmond Alexander, general editor | Thomas R. Schreiner, general editor | Andreas J. Köstenberger, general editor | James M. Hamilton, assistant general editor | Kenneth A. Mathews, assistant general editor | Terry L. Wilder, assistant general editor

See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/EBTC.
Too often, a former Hebrew student is a lapsed Hebrew student. The paradigms, the syntactical forms, and even the alphabet can be hard to recall. The way to make Hebrew stick, like any language, is to continue to put it to use.

In *Ruth: A Guide to Reading Biblical Hebrew*, Adam J. Howell helps intermediate readers of Hebrew work through the text of Ruth with exegetical and syntactical aids. With Howell as a guide, students will be able to mine the riches of the Hebrew text to appreciate the literary and theological significance of the book of Ruth.

**AUTHOR**
Adam J. Howell is assistant professor of Old Testament interpretation at Boyce College, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, and coauthor of *Hebrew for Life: Strategies for Learning, Retaining, and Reviving Biblical Hebrew*.

Forthcoming 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Reference / Language Study
978-1-6835-9557-1, Paperback (6x8.5), 256 pages, $32.99

“An informative, highly useful, and visually attractive guide to the Hebrew text of Ruth.”

—Duane A. Garrett, Professor of Old Testament, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

---

Let’s face it: the book of Revelation is difficult to read! Many neglect it, leaving it to the experts or the obsessed. Others fixate on the details, focusing on current events but missing Christ in the process. But Revelation promises a blessing on all who read it. Why is it so hard to understand?

In *Reading the Book of Revelation*, Alexander E. Stewart offers five simple keys that unlock this difficult book. He then illustrates their profit in explaining Revelation chapter by chapter and provides recommendations for further study. With this short and accessible guide, readers will see how Revelation is approachable, applicable to their lives, and glorifying to Christ.

**AUTHOR**

Forthcoming December 2021
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / New Testament
978-1-6835-9555-7, Paperback (5.5x8.5), 224 pages, $24.99

“Explaining the Book of Revelation in a clear and concise manner is a daunting task, yet Alexander Stewart excels without sacrificing or trivializing Revelation’s foundational theology and message.”

—Brandon D. Smith, Assistant Professor of Theology & New Testament, Cedarville University
“The key to everything, including salvation, is the resurrection. That is why Gary Habermas has made the resurrection the focus of his life’s work.”

— Frank Turek, president of CrossExamined.com
The practical outworking of Kuyper’s doctrine of common grace demanded a commitment to seeking Christ’s glory in every sphere of human life. Christians are called to witness to the lordship of Christ through sacrificial service, not domination, and such service calls us to seek charity and justice for all people.

In this anthology of articles and reflections, Kuyper articulates a Christian vision for engaging with society. Though his analysis was intended for his late nineteenth-century Dutch context, his thoughts remain strikingly relevant for Christians living in the modern world. For Kuyper, God’s law preserved civil justice, making humane life possible. However, the law itself could not save society—only the gospel can transform the heart. But the gospel is for all of life. Kuyper elaborated a social Christian approach to politics, resulting in a distinct perspective on property, human dignity, democracy, and justice.
ALL THY LIGHTS COMBINE
FIGURAL READING IN THE ANGLICAN TRADITION

Ed. David Ney & Ephraim Radner

Figural interpretation has been a trademark of Anglican devotion from the beginning. Anglican readers—including Tyndale, Cranmer, Hooker, and Lewis—have been figural readers of the Bible. By paying attention to how words, images, and narratives become figures of others in Scripture, these readers sought to uncover how God’s word interprets all of reality. Every verse shines the constellation of God’s story.

Edited by David Ney and Ephraim Radner, the essays in All Thy Lights Combine explore how the Anglican tradition has employed figural interpretation to theological, Christological, and pastoral ends. The prayer book is central; it orders them by the word. With guided prayers for morning and evening, this book invites readers to be re-formed by God’s word.

Become immersed in the riches of the Anglican interpretive tradition.

EDITORS
David Ney (PhD, Wycliffe College, University of Toronto) is associate professor of church history at Trinity School of Ministry, Ambridge, Pennsylvania.

Ephraim Radner (PhD, Yale University) is professor of historical theology at Wycliffe College, University of Toronto, Canada, and a priest in the Episcopal Church. He is the author of Time and the Word: Figural Reading of the Christian Scriptures.

Releasing January 2022

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Exegesis & Hermeneutics
978-1-6835-9553-3, Hardback (5x7.25), 440 pages, $32.99

Forthcoming January 2022

Word: Figural Reading of the Christian Scriptures.

Time and the Episcopal Church. He is the author of

professor of historical theology at Wycliffe College, University of Toronto, Canada, and a priest in the

orders them by the word. The prayer book is central; it orders them by the word. With guided prayers for morning and evening, this book invites readers to be re-formed by God’s word.

Become immersed in the riches of the Anglican interpretive tradition.

EDITORS
David Ney (PhD, Wycliffe College, University of Toronto) is associate professor of church history at Trinity School of Ministry, Ambridge, Pennsylvania.

Ephraim Radner (PhD, Yale University) is professor of historical theology at Wycliffe College, University of Toronto, Canada, and a priest in the Episcopal Church. He is the author of Time and the Word: Figural Reading of the Christian Scriptures.

Releasing January 2022

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Exegesis & Hermeneutics
978-1-6835-9553-3, Hardback (5x7.25), 440 pages, $32.99

We do not simply interpret God’s word. His word interprets us.

WONDERFULLY MADE
A PROTESTANT THEOLOGY OF THE BODY

John W. Kleinig

When it comes to thinking about our bodies, confusion reigns. In our secular age, there has been a loss of the body’s goodness, purpose, and end. Many people, driven by shame and idolatry, abuse their body through self-harm or self-improvement. How can we renew our understanding and see our bodies the way God does?

In Wonderfully Made, John Kleinig forms a properly biblical theology of our bodies. Through his keen sensitivity to Scripture’s witness, Kleinig explains why bodies matter. While sin has corrupted our bodies and how we think of them, God’s creation is still good. Thus, our bodies are good gifts. The Son took on a body to redeem our bodies. Kleinig addresses issues like shame, chastity, desire, gender dysphoria, and more, by integrating them into the biblical vision of creation.

See our bodies as God sees them.

“Wonderfully Made is a tremendous and accessible guide for Protestants who are beginning to turn our attention toward what it means to live in the flesh that God gave us.”

—Matthew Lee Anderson, assistant professor, Baylor University, and founder of Mere Orthodoxy

“With scriptural depth, and without minimizing the ugliness of sin and death, Kleinig shows us how our bodies belong to God’s good news of salvation, love, and life. This book is an invitation not only to a more faithful practice of singleness or marriage, but also to a deeper sense of what it means to worship the incarnate Lord.”

—Matthew Levering, James V. and Mary D. Perry Sr. Chair of Theology, Mundelein Seminary

AUTHOR
John W. Kleinig is a retired lecturer at Australian Lutheran College and an ordained pastor in the Lutheran Church of Australia. He is author of numerous books, including Grace upon Grace: Spirituality for Today and commentaries on Hebrews and Leviticus.

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Anthropology
978-1-6835-9467-3, Hardback (5.5x8.5), 256 pages, $27.99
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THEOLOGY OF MISSION
A CONCISE BIBLICAL THEOLOGY
J. D. Payne

In Theology of Mission: A Concise Biblical Theology, J. D. Payne traces the theme of mission throughout Scripture. The Bible is a story of God’s mission. God takes initiative to dwell with humanity. He desires to be known. To this end, he sends and is sent. Through Christ, God redeems sinful humans and recreates the cosmos. And he has invited his people to join in this mission.

Payne shows that God’s mission is on every page of the Bible and is foundational to the church’s own existence. With reflection questions following concise chapters, all readers can consider their place in God’s work.

THE TRINITY AND THE BIBLE
ON THEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION
Scott R. Swain

Christians affirm and worship a triune God. But how should this affect our reading of the Bible? In The Trinity and the Bible, Scott R. Swain asserts that not only does the Bible reveal the Trinity, but the Trinity illuminates our reading of the Bible. Swain reflects on method and applies a Trinitarian framework to three exegetical studies. Explorations of three genres of New Testament literature—Gospel, epistle, and apocalyptic—display the profits of theological interpretation. Through loving attention to the Scriptures, one can understand and marvel at the singular identity and activity of the triune God.

“Those essays exhibit the Trinity in its biblical manifestation and doxographic proclamation. Is the classical doctrine of the Trinity a biblical truth? In this richly rewarding book, Swain shows that the answer is a resounding yes.”
—Matthew Levering, James N. and Mary D. Perry Jr. Chair of Theology, Mundelein Seminary

“A must-read for those interested in the doctrine specifically and theological interpretation more broadly. Swain’s essays exemplary material for both.”
—Madison N. Pierce, assistant professor of New Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

AUTHOR
Scott R. Swain (PhD, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) is president and James Woodrow Hassell Professor of Systematic Theology at Reformed Theological Seminary in Orlando, Florida. He is also author or editor of several books, including Trinity, Revelation, and Reading; Retrieving Eternal Generation; and The Trinity: An Introduction.

RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
978-1-6835-9535-9, Hardback (5.5x8.5), 152 pages, $26.99

“Theology of Mission: A Concise Biblical Theology” by J. D. Payne

“A whole-Bible theology of mission that demonstrates that God is glorified in the blessing of the nations with the gospel.”
—Douglas A. Sweeney, Dean, Beeson Divinity School

AUTHOR
J. D. Payne is professor of Christian ministry at Samford University and author of several books, including Apostolic Church Planting: Birthing New Churches from New Believers and Developing a Strategy for Missions: A Biblical, Historical, and Cultural Introduction.

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Missions
978-1-6835-9572-4, Hardback (6x9), 192 pages, $24.99

“The Trinity and the Bible” by Scott R. Swain

“This highly readable volume leads readers into Scripture and the doctrine of the Trinity simultaneously. It is deeply informed, cogently argued, and elegantly written.”
—Fred Sanders, Torrey Honors College, Biola University
In Hidden & Revealed, Dmytro Bintsarovskyi explores the hiddenss and revelation of God in two separate theological streams—Reformed and Orthodox. Bintsarovskyi shows that an understanding of both traditions reflects a deep structure of shared language, history, and commitments, even while reflecting real differences. With Herman Bavinck and John Meyendorff as his guides, Bintsarovskyi advances ecumenical dialogue on a doctrine central to our knowledge of God.

“Dmytro Bintsarovskyi’s careful comparison between Reformed theologian Herman Bavinck and Eastern Orthodox theologian John Meyendorff: a model of sound ecumenical theology.” — John Bolt, Jean and Kenneth Baker Professor of Systematic Theology, Calvin Theological Seminary

In In the Name of Our Lord, Jonathan D. Watson’s four-model framework accounts for the major historical varieties of relationship between baptism and catechism as rites of initiation into the church. With this framework in place, Watson then considers each model in relation to the others.

“In this well-researched and thought-provoking study, Jonathan Watson employs ‘surgical logic’ to provide an insightful and scholarly analysis of how diverse church traditions relate baptism, catechism, and communion to each other.” — Joel R. Beeke, president, Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary

In Healing the Schism, Jennifer M. Rosner maps the new Jewish-Christian encounter from its origins in the early twelfth-century pioneers to its current representatives. Rosner first traces the thought of Karl Barth (Protestant) and Franz Rosenzweig (Jew) and brings them into conversation. Rosner then outlines the reassessments and developments of post-Holocaust theological architects that moved the dialogue forward and set the stage for today. She considers the recent work of Messianic Jewish theologian Mark S. Kutner and concludes by envisioning future possibilities.

“In this exciting book, Jennifer M. Rosner orchestrates a meeting of minds between Barth and Rosenzweig, and she does so with reference to a phenomenon both thinkers foresaw but neither foresaw: the emergence of theologically articulate Messianic Judaism. A creative and deeply probing work.” — R. Kendall Soulen, professor of systematic theology, Candler School of Theology, Emory University

In Carl F. H. Henry on the Holy Spirit, Jesse M. Payne argues that Henry cannot truly be understood apart from his mature pneumatology. The Spirit plays a vital role in three major areas of Henry’s theology: revelation, ecclesiology, and ethics. These seemingly disparate topics are tied together by his view of a Spirit-inspired Bible ordering a Spirit-enlivened body composed of Spirit-filled believers.

“Jesse M. Payne’s work on the role of the Holy Spirit in the theology of Carl F. H. Henry provides a fresh and convincing correction to the perception that Henry’s theology was one-sided, lacking a developed pneumatology. This volume fills an important role in our interpretation and understanding of this evangelical giant.” — David S. Dockery, distinguished professor of theology, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, and president, International Alliance for Christian Education

In Studies in Historical & Systematic Theology, a peer-reviewed series of contemporary monographs exploring key figures, themes, and issues in historical and systematic theology from an evangelical perspective, you’ll find titles like Hidden & Revealed: The Doctrine of God in the Reformed & Eastern Orthodox Traditions by Dmytro Bintsarovskyi; Heaping the Schism: Karl Barth, Franz Rosenzweig, & The New Jewish-Christian Encounter by Jennifer M. Rosner; and In the Name of Our Lord: Four Models of the Relationship Between Baptism, Catechesis, & Communion by Jonathan D. Watson.
concludes with a profile of Packer from Mark A. Noll. Enjoy timeless insights from a man whose life was devoted to knowing God and making him known.

“There was—and is—no churchman and theologian from whom I have learned more about Christianity than Dr. Packer, who in life exemplified a model of orthodoxy and grace combined with an enviable gift for clarity. While many know him through his books, he also enjoyed influence as a writer of journalistic pieces for Christianity Today, where he brought his wit, wisdom, and faith to bear on a variety of issues. At once both a commentary on the times and explanations of the faith, these shorter pieces are delightful, devotional gems.” — Carl R. Trueman, professor of biblical & religious studies, Grove City College

“I think I read every one of these pieces when they first appeared, I am grateful beyond words that this new format allows me to read them again.” — D. A. Carson, emeritus professor of New Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School


**Author**

J. I. Packer (1926–2020) was educated at Oxford and ordained a priest at St. John’s Harborne. In 1970 he became principal of Tyndale Hall, and he joined the faculty at Regent College in Vancouver, Canada, in 1979. He served as Honourary Assistant at St. John’s Anglican Church in Vancouver for thirty-seven years.

Packer wrote over forty books, including Eutychian and the Sovereignty of God, Knowing God, and A Quest for Godliness. He co-authored over a dozen other books, was an editor at Christianity Today for more than thirty years, and served as general editor of The English Standard Version. Time magazine named him one of the “25 Most Influential Evangelicals in America” in 2005.

**Pointing to the Pasturelands**

Anglican theologian J. I. Packer was one of the most widely respected Christian writers of the twentieth century. Author of over forty books and named one of the most influential evangelicals by Time magazine and the readers of Christianity Today, Packer’s impact is immense. He was known for profound theological writing that was always lively and worshipful.

Pointing to the Pasturelands recovers several decades of Packer’s contributions to the pages of Christianity Today. This includes his editorial columns, longer articles, and brief answers to readers’ theology questions. The book
Introducing Lexham’s first children’s book

THE APOSTLES’ CREED
FOR ALL GOD’S CHILDREN
Natasha Kennedy & Ben Myers

Join PatCat, the friendly feline, as he learns the traditional text of the Apostles’ Creed—the earliest summary of the apostles’ teaching. Enjoy vibrantly illustrated scenes of Jesus’s life and search for PatCat on every page!

Young readers and families will read a line from the creed along with a simple reflection to tuck into their hearts. With a list of Scriptures for further learning and a family prayer, this PatCat book is perfect to read again and again.

The catechism teaches us what the Bible teaches us: our faith. The catechism is “fat,” bursting at the seams with meaning and challenge. PatCat is our way of making the catechism approachable, bringing theology to readers of all ages.

In a fun and accessible way, believers can visualize, memorize, understand, and confess the Apostles’ Creed, which has united all Christians for centuries.

“Simple, delightful, and orthodox”
—Carl Trueman, dad and teacher

“A beloved resource”
—Rachel Joy Welcher, mother and author

“Creative illustrations, beautiful writing”
—Dan Darling, dad and pastor

“Simple and complex, full of beauty and mystery”
—Hannah Anderson, mother and writer

“Bursting with meaning for all ages”
—Hal Senkbeil, grandpa and pastor

“I can’t wait to share it.”
—Wesley Hill, godparent and pastor

ILLUSTRATOR
Natasha Kennedy is a freelance illustrator from Seattle, Washington. She and her husband, Lindsay, have four children and two gray kitties named Shiny and Tiny.

AUTHOR
Ben Myers is a theologian and author from Brisbane, Australia. He and his wife, Bella, have five children, a dog named Archie, and a gray tabby cat named Moonlight.

For forthcoming February 2022
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Religious / Christian / Devotional & Prayer
978-1-6835-9574-8, Hardback (9x10), 48 pages, $17.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | Phone: 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
CHRISTIAN ESSENTIALS

BAPTISM
A GUIDE TO LIFE FROM DEATH
Peter J. Leithart

You’ve been baptized. But do you understand what it means?
Peter Leithart reunifies a church divided by baptism. He recovers the baptismal imagination of the Bible, explaining how baptism works according to Scripture. Then, in conversation with Christian tradition, he shows why baptism is something worth recovering and worth agreeing on.

“A book of liturgical wisdom for all of God’s people—wherever their place may be in the Lord’s family.” —Timothy George, distinguished professor at Beeson Divinity School of Samford University

978-1-6835-9463-5, Hardback (5x7), 168 pages, $15.99

QUESTIONS FOR RESTLESS MINDS
Series Editor: D. A. Carson

The Questions for Restless Minds series applies God’s word to today’s issues. Each short book faces tough questions honestly and clearly, so you can think wisely, act with conviction, and become more like Christ.

With world-renowned New Testament scholar D. A. Carson as Series Editor, the 17 volumes in the series cover a wide range of topics centered around critical questions many Christians wrestle with today. Contributors include Christopher Ash, Craig Blomberg, Graham Cole, David Dockery, William Lane Craig, and many more.

“This generation of Christians inhabits cultures that sometimes reject not only biblical revelation about reality, but also the reality of reality itself. The Questions for Restless Minds series poses many of the toughest questions faced by young Christians to some of the world’s foremost Christian thinkers and leaders. Along the way, this series seeks to help Christians in the next generation learn how to think biblically when they face questions in years to come that perhaps no one yet sees coming.” —Russell Moore, public theologian, Christianity Today

978-1-6835-9318-8, Hardback (5x7), 144 pages, $15.99

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
A GUIDE TO THE PERFECT LAW OF LIBERTY
Peter J. Leithart

“This little gem of a book is the best introduction to the Ten Commandments I have yet come across. I learned something new on almost every page.” —Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, author of Biblical Authority after Babel

978-1-6835-9355-3, Hardback (5x7), 144 pages, $15.99

THE LORD’S PRAYER
A GUIDE TO PRAYING TO OUR FATHER
Wesley Hill

“In this treasure of a book, Hill opens up the prayer with great freshness for the ordinary reader, so that we seem to hear Jesus himself speaking to us.” —Fleming Rutledge, author of The Crucifixion and Help My Unbelief

978-1-6835-9338-8, Hardback (5x7), 144 pages, $15.99

CHRISTIAN ESSENTIALS

RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

RELIGION / Christian Rituals & Practice / Sacraments
COMING OCTOBER 2021

**What Is Islam?**
Chawkat Moussarry

Compare the teachings of Islam and Christianity on the most essential issues. Pave the way for charitable discussion by dispelling the many myths and misconceptions that both religions hold about the other.

**Who Is Jesus of Nazareth?**
Stephen N. Williams & Susan L. Williams

Before we can aid in recovery, we must gain a deeper understanding of trauma’s emotional and spiritual implications. Discover how Christ is the light and life that defeats darkness and death.

**Why Does Friendship Matter?**
Craig L. Blomberg

There is a wealth of information about Jesus from ancient sources, whether Christian or non-Christian, oral traditions or written manuscripts. Explore the evidence about Jesus and why he matters today.

**How Can We Help Victims of Trauma and Abuse?**
Chris L. Firestone & Alex H. Pierce

Firestone and Pierce define friendship, draw from perspectives of the past, and consider different types of friendship, its limits, and possible red flags. Learn what makes for a good friend and how you can be one.

**How Do We Talk with Skeptics?**
Sam Chan

Listen well. Speak persuasively. Learn hospitality. Gently reveal the holes in your friend’s worldview. Gain wisdom on when to speak and when to listen.

**What Does Nature Teach Us about God?**
Graham A. Cole

Fundamentally, God’s word gives light. It reveals God. It also reveals this world. It will not leave you unchanged. Learn what makes this book so valued by so many people.

**What Does It Mean to Be a Thoughtful Christian?**
C. Ben Mitchell

Technology is not morally neutral; the situation is more complicated. Rather than taking uncritical or consumerist attitudes, Christians need to show discernment. Gain wisdom for how you should live in a digital world.

**How Should We Think About Home-Sexuality?**
Robert S. Smith

God’s word is brought to bear, including its perspective on creation and sin, sex and gender, and body and soul. Learn how you can thoughtfully engage the debate with conviction and display the love of Jesus to your transgender neighbor.

COMING FEBRUARY 2022

**What Is the Bible?**
Kirsten R. Birkett

Fundamentally, God’s word makes sense of the creation. You can engage with science without losing sight of your Creator. God and science are not at odds; the situation is better. Gain wisdom for how you should live in a digital world.

**Who Should the Books of the New Testament?**
Charles E. Hill

Retrace the origins of the canon and why certain books were privileged and others neglected. The early church preserved and proclaimed what they received. Examine the ancient evidence behind the formation of the New Testament.

**How Should We Think About Gender and Identity?**
Mark A. Yarhouse

If we are to speak with clarity and conviction, we must first be informed. Christianity has long held a sexual ethic regarding creation, family, and sexuality, and Christians must know how to relate to other views of sexuality.

**What Is Christian Living?**
K. Christopher darken.

Firestone and Pierce define friendship, draw from perspectives of the past, and consider different types of friendship, its limits, and possible red flags. Learn what makes for a good friend and how you can be one.

**Compare the teachings of Islam and Christianity on the most essential issues. Pave the way for charitable discussion by dispelling the many myths and misconceptions that both religionshold about the other.**

**Before we can aid in recovery, we must gain a deeper understanding of trauma’s emotional and spiritual implications. Discover how Christ is the light and life that defeats darkness and death.**

**There is a wealth of information about Jesus from ancient sources, whether Christian or non-Christian, oral traditions or written manuscripts. Explore the evidence about Jesus and why he matters today.**

**Listen well. Speak persuasively. Learn hospitality. Gently reveal the holes in your friend’s worldview. Gain wisdom on when to speak and when to listen.**

**Technology is not morally neutral; the situation is more complicated. Rather than taking uncritical or consumerist attitudes, Christians need to show discernment. Gain wisdom for how you should live in a digital world.**

**Fundamentally, God’s word makes sense of the creation. You can engage with science without losing sight of your Creator. God and science are not at odds; the situation is better. Gain wisdom for how you should live in a digital world.**

**Retrace the origins of the canon and why certain books were privileged and others neglected. The early church preserved and proclaimed what they received. Examine the ancient evidence behind the formation of the New Testament.**

**If we are to speak with clarity and conviction, we must first be informed. Christianity has long held a sexual ethic regarding creation, family, and sexuality, and Christians must know how to relate to other views of sexuality.**

**COMING OCTOBER 2021**

**What Is Islam?**
Chawkat Moussarry

Compare the teachings of Islam and Christianity on the most essential issues. Pave the way for charitable discussion by dispelling the many myths and misconceptions that both religions hold about the other.

**Who Is Jesus of Nazareth?**
Stephen N. Williams & Susan L. Williams

Before we can aid in recovery, we must gain a deeper understanding of trauma’s emotional and spiritual implications. Discover how Christ is the light and life that defeats darkness and death.

**Why Does Friendship Matter?**
Craig L. Blomberg

There is a wealth of information about Jesus from ancient sources, whether Christian or non-Christian, oral traditions or written manuscripts. Explore the evidence about Jesus and why he matters today.

**How Can We Help Victims of Trauma and Abuse?**
Chris L. Firestone & Alex H. Pierce

Firestone and Pierce define friendship, draw from perspectives of the past, and consider different types of friendship, its limits, and possible red flags. Learn what makes for a good friend and how you can be one.

**How Do We Talk with Skeptics?**
Sam Chan

Listen well. Speak persuasively. Learn hospitality. Gently reveal the holes in your friend’s worldview. Gain wisdom on when to speak and when to listen.

**What Does Nature Teach Us about God?**
Graham A. Cole

Fundamentally, God’s word gives light. It reveals God. It also reveals this world. It will not leave you unchanged. Learn what makes this book so valued by so many people.

**What Does It Mean to Be a Thoughtful Christian?**
C. Ben Mitchell

Technology is not morally neutral; the situation is more complicated. Rather than taking uncritical or consumerist attitudes, Christians need to show discernment. Gain wisdom for how you should live in a digital world.

**How Should We Think About Home-Sexuality?**
Robert S. Smith

God’s word is brought to bear, including its perspective on creation and sin, sex and gender, and body and soul. Learn how you can thoughtfully engage the debate with conviction and display the love of Jesus to your transgender neighbor.

**What Is the Bible?**
Kirsten R. Birkett

Fundamentally, God’s word makes sense of the creation. You can engage with science without losing sight of your Creator. God and science are not at odds; the situation is better. Gain wisdom for how you should live in a digital world.

**Who Should the Books of the New Testament?**
Charles E. Hill

Retrace the origins of the canon and why certain books were privileged and others neglected. The early church preserved and proclaimed what they received. Examine the ancient evidence behind the formation of the New Testament.**
“This is a 5-star-rated resource for Christmas!”

—Dennis and Barbara Rainey, Co-founders of FamilyLife

The Christmas season easily overwhelms, and meaning can be lost in the busyness. In Tidings of Comfort and Joy, Mark M. Yarbrough reminds us why we celebrate. These twenty-five short devotions focus December on Jesus through a combination of Scripture reflections, winsome stories, advent applications, and guided prayers. This is a book that you and your family will turn to annually as you prepare your heart for the wonder and meaning of Christmas.

AUTHOR

Mark M. Yarbrough is the president of Dallas Theological Seminary and a professor of Bible exposition. He is a popular speaker and has written several books, including How to Read the Bible Like a Seminary Professor.

“Read this book. Engage God’s word. Submit to the desires of King Jesus this Christmas. When you do, you will remember that God changed the world—and that he daily longs to change yours as well.”

—Tony Evans, senior pastor, Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship President, The Urban Alternative

“This read it and marvel at the fact that God became one of us to reveal the Father to all of us.”

—Andy Stanley, author, communicator, and founder of North Point Ministries

“TIDINGS OF COMFORT & JOY

25 DEVOTIONS LEADING TO CHRISTMAS

Mark M. Yarbrough

The Christmas season easily overwhelms, and meaning can be lost in the busyness. In Tidings of Comfort and Joy, Mark M. Yarbrough reminds us why we celebrate. These twenty-five short devotions focus December on Jesus through a combination of Scripture reflections, winsome stories, advent applications, and guided prayers. This is a book that you and your family will turn to annually as you prepare your heart for the wonder and meaning of Christmas.

PIERCING HEAVEN PRAYER JOURNAL

The Puritans’ combination of warm piety and careful intellect have fueled a renaissance of interest in their movement. This combination is on display in Piercing Heaven, a collection of carefully selected prayers from leading Puritans. The language in these prayers has been slightly updated for a modern audience while retaining the elevated tone of the Puritans. With prayers from Richard Baxter, Thomas Brooks, John Owen, and many more, Piercing Heaven reminds us that heartfelt prayer is central to the Christian life. This edition has been reformatted for journaling and meditation. With wider margins and a new introduction by Jenny-Lyn de Klerk, readers of the Piercing Heaven Prayer Journal will be able to pray more deeply with the Puritans through note-taking and reflection.

“This is a 5-star-rated resource for Christmas!”

—Dennis and Barbara Rainey, Co-founders of FamilyLife

The Puritans’ combination of warm piety and careful intellect have fueled a renaissance of interest in their movement. This combination is on display in Piercing Heaven, a collection of carefully selected prayers from leading Puritans. The language in these prayers has been slightly updated for a modern audience while retaining the elevated tone of the Puritans. With prayers from Richard Baxter, Thomas Brooks, John Owen, and many more, Piercing Heaven reminds us that heartfelt prayer is central to the Christian life. This edition has been reformatted for journaling and meditation. With wider margins and a new introduction by Jenny-Lyn de Klerk, readers of the Piercing Heaven Prayer Journal will be able to pray more deeply with the Puritans through note-taking and reflection.

“The prayers of this outstanding book, adapted from the writings of the Puritans and other highly esteemed devotional writers, will be a great help for those longing to seek God with all their heart and all their mind.”

—Joel R. Beeke, president, Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary, and author of several books on the Puritans
Endure
Building Faith for the Long Run
Daniel Ritchie

Following Jesus is like running a race. But it's a marathon, not a sprint. While we prefer to live in the immediate, our God is not after quick fixes. His ways and his timetable are better. He wants to make us like Christ, and that takes a lifetime. So how do we run the race with endurance?

In Endure, Daniel Ritchie explores how God's people run well. Within this book, you will find direction and encouragement for how to trust God in every year, every day, and every minute. You are loved by God. And specific attitudes and habits will build your faith and connect you to God's love. Learn how the seemingly mundane choices can be the most important—for your good and God's glory.

Author
Daniel Ritchie is a speaker and writer from North Carolina. He is author of My Affliction for His Glory and has 10 years of experience in student ministry. He and his wife, Heather, have two children.

50 Ethical Questions
Biblical Wisdom for Confusing Times
J. Alan Branch

We cannot escape ethical questions. What Christians need is guidance to think well. In 50 Ethical Questions, J. Alan Branch addresses pointed questions regarding ethics, sexuality, marriage and divorce, bioethics, and Christian living. Readers will find biblical and reasonable guidance on their questions, including:

- What are the differences between individual and systemic racism?
- I've been invited to a same-sex wedding. Should I attend?
- Should Christians use vaccines from cell lines derived from aborted babies?
- I'm a Christian in an abusive marriage. What should I do?
- Is it morally permissible for a Christian to conceal-carry a firearm?

Author
J. Alan Branch is professor of Christian ethics at Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Kansas City, Missouri. He also has served as a pastor and a chaplain in the U.S. Army Reserves. He is the author of Affirming God's Image: Addressing the Transgender Question with Science and Scripture and Born This Way? Homosexuality, Science, and the Scriptures.
LEXHAM MINISTRY GUIDES
FOR THE CARE OF SOULS

The Lexham Ministry Guides, edited by Harold L. Senkbeil, offer practical, proven wisdom for the church. But wisdom takes time. The authors in this series developed their wisdom through years of ministry experience and conversations with colleagues. These books invite you to enter into these conversations to better serve the Savior’s sheep and lambs with confidence. You will find hands-on tools, lessons from years of ministry experience, and an array of resources to apply to your own ministry context.

---

**STEWARDSHIP**
Nathan Meador & Heath R. Curtis

Nathan Meador and Heath R. Curtis present a practical theology of stewardship focused on ministry in service of the gospel. Guiding pastors away from the pitfalls of idolatry around money, they instead call stewards to embrace their identity in Christ and encourage their congregations to do the same. This fresh approach to stewardship reorients both individuals and congregations toward their true purpose as stewards who have been baptized into Christ.

“From the identity of the steward to the culture of the congregation, the authors provide a guidebook for pastors, congregational leaders, and members as they live out what it means to be a steward by God’s design.” —Wayne J. Knolhoefer, former Director of Stewardship for the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, and former Director of the Center for Stewardship at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis

“Stewardship: For the Care of Souls is a wonderful book that will help pastors, church leaders, and individuals think wisely and biblically, rather than merely pragmatically, about the importance of stewardship in all aspects of our life.” —David S. Dockery, president, International Alliance for Christian Education, and distinguished professor of theology, Southwestern Seminary

**AUTHORS**
Nathan Meador is senior pastor of St. John Lutheran Church in Plymouth, Wisconsin, and assistant coordinator for stewardship for the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod.
Heath R. Curtis is senior pastor of Trinity Lutheran Church in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, and coordinator for stewardship for the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod.

---

**FUNERALS**
Tim Perry

“If any book deserved to be a bestseller, this mini-masterpiece is the one. Who would have thought something titled Funerals could be so good? Perry teaches us not only about funerals but about the entirety of Christian dying and living. Pastorally wise, theologically sane, and beautifully written, this book should be Christianity Today’s book of the year.” —Matthew Levering, James N. and Mary D. Perry Jr. Chair of Theology, Mundelein Seminary

“This is the best of pastoral theology: wise at discerning the times, gentle in its recommendations for the care of souls, incendiary as it fires the pastoral vocation all over again. Reading Funerals will remind you why you wanted to be a pastor in the first place.” —Jason Byassee, Butler Chair in Homiletics and Biblical Interpretation, The Vancouver School of Theology

**AUTHORS**
Tim Perry

---

**PASTORAL LEADERSHIP**
Harold L. Senkbeil & Lucas V. Woodford

“It’s rare to find a work on pastoral leadership that is practical and at the same time rich with grace. This book is one of those rarities. With hard-gained wisdom and biblical insight, Harold Senkbeil and Lucas Woodford have provided a guide to shepherding worth every minister’s valuable time.” —Jared C. Wilson, assistant professor of pastoral ministry, Spurgeon College, and author of Gospel-Driven Ministry

“Both the newly ordained and seasoned veterans will profit from the wisdom in this book!” —Reed Lessing, senior pastor of St. Michael Lutheran Church (Fort Wayne, Indiana)

**AUTHORS**
Harold L. Senkbeil & Lucas V. Woodford

---

**LEXHAM MINISTRY GUIDES**

For more information, visit LexhamPress.com.
“Small Preaching may be small in size and length, but not in the practical wisdom of which all pastors desire and need.”

—Brian Croft, Founder/Executive Director, Practical Shepherding

Small Preaching: 25 Little Things You Can Do Now to Become a Better Preacher

Jonathan T. Pennington

It’s not often that we hear the virtues of the small. Our culture teaches that bigger is better—and that includes church ministry and preaching, too. But what if rather than swinging for the fences, preachers focused on improving their sermons through small habits, practices, and exercises? What if smaller is better?

In a world where “small” isn’t always celebrated, Jonathan T. Pennington provides Small Preaching, a short book of simple tips that can have revolutionary effects over time. Pennington offers preachers 25 words of wisdom that will help shape their preaching for the better.

“This book beautifully combines the renowned exegetical and hermeneutical skills of an eminent New Testament scholar with the heart and passion of a shepherd who loves God’s flock.” —Hershel W. York, dean of the School of Theology and Victor and Louise Lester Professor of Preaching, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary

Author

Jonathan T. Pennington is associate professor of New Testament interpretation and director of research doctoral studies at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. He is also a preaching pastor at Sojourn East Church in Louisville, Kentucky. Pennington is the host and coproducer of the video series Cars, Coffee, Theology and the author of numerous books, including Reading the Gospels Wisely and Jesus the Great Philosopher.

Religion / Christian Ministry / Preaching

978-1-6835-9471-0, Hardback (5x8), 136 pages, $18.99

Race is one of the most pressing issues of our time. How should pastors tackle it from the pulpit?

Ministers of Reconciliation: Preaching on Race and the Gospel

Ed. Daniel Darling
Foreword by Russell Moore

In this collection of essays, issues of race and ethnicity are explored from a variety of perspectives, offering guidance to pastors on how to address these topics in their own contexts. Each essay builds on a foundational passage of Scripture. With contributions from Bryan Loritts, Ray Ortlund, J. D. Greear, and more, Ministers of Reconciliation offers practical and biblically faithful approaches to the subject of race.

Editor

Daniel Darling is senior vice president of communications for the National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) and author of several books, including The Dignity Revolution: Reclaiming God’s Rich Vision for Humanity and A Way with Words: Using Our Online Conversations for Good.

Contributors

Ray Chang, Daniel Darling, J. D. Greear, J. Daniel Hays, Matthew D. Kim, Dhati Lewis, Bryan Loritts, Ray Ortlund, Joey Royal, Juan R. Sanchez, Jamaal Williams, Lemanuel Williams, Jared C. Wilson

Religion / Christian Ministry / Preaching

978-1-6835-9477-2, Hardback (5x8), 168 pages, $21.99
TRANSFORMATIVE WORD
God’s word is transformative. It is this conviction that gives the Transformative Word series its name and unique character. Series Editor Craig G. Bartholomew has worked alongside authors from around the world to identify a key theme in each book of the Bible, and each volume provides careful biblical exegesis centered on that gripping theme. The result is an engaging, accessible, thematic exploration of a biblical book, poised to offer you new and refreshing insights.

See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/Transformative-Word.
CHRIST AND CALAMITY
GRACE & GRATITUDE IN THE DARKEST VALLEY
Harold L. Senkbeil

In times of turmoil, seek the Prince of Peace. Amid suffering and uncertainty, we’re all prone to think that God has forgotten us, he doesn’t care, or he’s powerless to do anything. In Christ and Calamity, Harold L. Senkbeil speaks pastorally to our suffering and uncertainty while showing us God’s constant and faithful grace.

“This book is a gem!”
—Michael Horton, professor at Westminster Seminary California, author of The Christian Faith

“This is a book to read and to read again whenever we need it, a book to give away to people who are hurting. This book will be a classic.”
—Gene Edward Veith, provost emeritus of Patrick Henry College, author of The Spirituality of the Cross

“Senkbeil has given us a timeless book, born out of years of pastoral ministry, ready to speak a word of comfort to every valley we may walk in one day.”
—Derek Rishmawi, RUF Campus Minister at UC Irvine, columnist for Christianity Today

“Hal Senkbeil has stirred the problem of suavering in the face and hewn from the pages of the divine Scriptures the most fitted cross and consolation.”
—Matthew C. Harrison, president of the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod

AUTHOR
Harold L. Senkbeil is executive director emeritus of Dossology: The Lutheran Center for Spiritual Care. He is the author of the award-winning book The Care of Souls: Cultivating a Pastor’s Heart. His pastoral experience of nearly five decades includes parish ministry, the seminary classroom, and parachurch leadership.

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Counseling & Recovery
978-1-6835-9445-1, Hardback (4x7), 184 pages, $19.99

HEBREWS VERSE BY VERSE
Grant R. Osborne

In Hebrews Verse by Verse, the late Grant R. Osborne, with George H. Guthrie, shows readers how this beautifully crafted letter encourages believers to endure in faithfulness to Jesus. By using Scripture and theology to lay the foundation for these exhortations, the central message of Hebrews continues to be relevant for the church today.

RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / General Epistles
978-1-6835-9537-3, Paperback (5.5x8.5), 376 pages, $24.99

ANGLICANISM
A REFORMED CATHOLIC TRADITION
Gerald Bray

“Gerald Bray’s helpful survey of the history and historic formalities of the Anglican tradition succeeds in capturing the many-splendored character of Anglicanism.”
—Joel Scandrett, assistant professor of theology at Trinity School for Ministry and editor of To Be a Christian: An Anglican Catechism

RELIGION / Christianity / Anglican
978-1-6835-9456-9, Hardback (4.25x5.5), 184 pages, $23.99

GOD REFORMS HEARTS
KETHING FREE WILL & THE PROBLEM OF EVIL
Thaddeus Williams

“Simultaneously rigorous and sympathetic in its engagement with contemporary defenders of libertarian free will, Gods Reforms Hearts not only deserves but demands a serious reading and evaluation.”
—Michael Horton, J. Gresham Machen Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics, Westminster Seminary California

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics
978-1-6835-9497-0, Paperback (5.5x8.5), 296 pages, $27.99

SIXTEENTH-CENTURY MISSION
EXPLORATIONS IN PROTESTANT & ROMAN CATHOLIC THEOLOGY & PRACTICE
Ed. Gallagher & Smither

“Sixteenth-Century Mission is the most captivating collection of essays I have ever reviewed. It will simultaneously scintillate the historical theologian and inspire the practicing missionary.”

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Missions
978-1-6835-9469-7, Paperback (6x9), 392 pages, $29.99

2021 Christianity Today Book Award of Merit
For the Beautiful Orthodoxy Book of the Year
Now available in a special hardcover edition.
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